In honor of World Statistics Day, in Kazakhstan…
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On 20 October, Kazakhstan Agency on Statistics conducted “Open doors day” in honor of World Statistics Day.
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Open doors day in the Statistics Agency

On October 20, 2010 at the 64th session of UN General Assembly a resolution on the World Statistics Day observance was adopted in order to celebrate official statistics accomplishments. On this day statistical offices around the globe conducted a variety of activities, using the slogan "Let’s celebrate numerous official statistics achievements ".

In Astana, as well as in other regional divisions of the Agency on Statistics, this day was celebrated by conducting Open doors day organized by Kazakhstan Statistics Agency. In the framework of this event users were acquainted with the work of the Agency, as well as with the perspectives of state statistics development.

During the event, live contact of guests with the Agency staff, where responses regarding the statistical data production system, statistical information dissemination, industrial production, price statistics had been received. Also the acquaintance with the Agency web-page www.stat.gov.kz was held. Agency staff provided personal help to anyone interested in finding statistical information, as well as various handouts were provided.
Open doors day of in Astana, in honor of World Statistics Day

20 October, 2010
Open doors day of the Statistics department of North-Kazakhstan region in honor of World Statistics Day

20 October, 2010
Open doors day of the Statistics department of Karaganda region in honor of World Statistics Day
Open doors day of the Statistics department of Akmolinsk region in honor of World Statistics Day

20 October, 2010